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Abstract—Dynamic application placement for clustered web applications heavily influences system performance and quality of user experience. Existing approaches claim that they strive to maximize the throughput, keep resource utilization balanced across servers, and minimize the start/stop cost of application instances. However, they fail to minimize the worst case of server utilization; the load balancing performance is not optimal. What's more, some applications need to communicate with each other, which we called dependent applications; the network cost of them also should be taken into consideration.

In this paper, we investigate how to minimize the resource utilization of servers in the worst case, aiming at improving load balancing among clustered servers. Our contribution is two-fold. First, we propose and define a new optimization objectives: limiting the worst case of each individual server's utilization, formulated by a min-max problem. A novel framework based on binary search is proposed to detect an optimal load balancing solution. Second, we define system cost as the weighted combination of both placement change and inter-application communication cost. By maximizing the number of instances of dependent applications that reside in the same set of servers, the basic load-shifting and placement-change procedures are enhanced to minimize whole system cost. Extensive experiments have been conducted and effectively demonstrate that: 1) the proposed framework achieves a good allocation for clustered web applications. In other words, requests are evenly allocated among servers, and throughput is still maximized; 2) the total system cost maintains at a low level; 3) our algorithm has the capacity of approximating an optimal solution within polynomial time and is promising for practical implementation in real deployments.

Index Terms—Load balancing, application placement, algorithm design, cluster-based service, Class Constrained Multiple-Knapsack Problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web applications make it possible to deliver critical services provided by organizations directly to clients [1], [2], [3]. Modern web applications typically run on top of a middleware system, which is responsible for processing client requests and for allocating resources at a high rate [4]. Clustering technology enables middleware systems to achieve high degrees of scalability and availability. On the other hand, it also poses great challenges in scalable and high performance computing. For instance, it is often cost-inefficient when designing data centers to simultaneously handle the potential peak demands of all the applications [5], due to the dynamical fluctuation of request rate. As a result, the middleware systems are supposed to allow dynamical resource allocation to meet different performance requirements from diverse applications. The problem becomes dynamic application placement: given a set of machines1 with constrained resources2 and a set of Web applications with dynamically changing demands, how many instances of each application should be run, and where should they be placed?

In past work, this problem has been generally formulated as a variant of the Class Constrained Multiple-Knapsack Problem [7], [8], with multiple objectives such as maximizing the throughput of the whole system, and minimizing the disturbance due to application instance placements start/stop, just to name a few. The scheme in [6] is advantageous over other placement algorithms in terms of computational scalability, application satisfied demand and placement change. However, its load balancing is not optimized: part of the servers could be on heavy load after an execution of application placement algorithm. We will illustrate this problem by a server load distribution example in Section IV-B: all we need to know here is that when the total system load is 50%, only 22% servers have utilization close to the whole system load; however, there are a number of servers have load higher than 80%, and some of them even have 100% utilization. As a result, the response time on the servers with high utilization could be significantly increased [9] and the clients served by these servers may be exposed to unnecessary long response latency, which is unfavorable for real-time web-based applications such as multimedia streaming. To alleviate this problem, the worst case of individual server utilization3 should be minimized and load balancing in the whole system should be improved.

Another problem of previous works is their cost model: only start/stop cost of application instances are considered. We found from the industrial practise that, a few web applications have extensive communications among themselves, which we called dependent applications. Mostly the dependency is

1In this paper, we alternatively use the terms of machine, nodes, or server unless explicitly explained. All these terms are referred to as the web servers that handle the client requests.

2Like [6], this paper only considers CPU and memory resources. However, our framework can be easily extended to deal with other types of resources.

3In this paper, we refer to the worst case of individual server utilization as the highest CPU utilization among all machines.
paired: application $a$’s instance needs data from application $b$’s instance, and vice versa. The inter-application communication should also be taken into system cost consideration: first they utilize network bandwidth; second the communication latency among application instances, if they are placed in different servers, can slow down the applications and deteriorate performance. To reduce this cost, there is an demand to place the dependent application instances in the same set of servers (i.e., localize the inter-application communication) as many as possible.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced application placement framework, which complements previous works and has contributions in the following four aspects.

- **Improving Load Balancing.** Previous studies [5], [6] presented approximation algorithms to deal with multiple optimization objectives in terms of throughput, placement changes, and load balancing. While acknowledging the effectiveness of the problem statement with those objectives, in this paper, we propose to integrate a new optimization objective: limiting the worst case of each individual server’s CPU utilization, formulated by a min-max optimization problem. By doing so, the system load balancing performance is greatly improved.

- **Reducing overall system cost.** We introduce the concept of dependent application and argue that the inter-application communication cost should also be controlled. We define system cost as the weighted combination of both placement change and inter-application communication cost. By maximizing the number of instances of dependent applications that reside in the same set of servers, the basic load-shifting and placement-change procedures are enhanced to minimize whole system cost.

- **A transformed final balancing with min-cost flow problem:** Due to the additional worst case constraint in the optimization objectives, the final balancing is a non-trivial optimization problem. By integrating the constraints obtained from the first two stages in our frameworks, we transform this optimization to a min-cost flow problem, which can be solved in polynomial time using existing algorithms.

- **Practical approximation algorithm and extensive evaluation results:** In our enhanced framework, the placement algorithm is based on binary search to dynamically probe the optimal application placement solution. It is desirable that our placement algorithm is able to find the near optimal solution within polynomial time. We conduct extensive evaluations and our results demonstrate that, compared with state-of-the-art algorithms, our framework achieves better allocation for clustered web applications: more balanced server load, as well as less system cost.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Our enhanced framework is proposed in Section III. Performance evaluation of our new algorithm is presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work extends the research in application placement described in [6], [10], [11]. With our experiments we demonstrate that a utility-driven system outperforms demand-based approach in terms of application satisfaction fairness. Among them, the framework in [6] for dynamic application placement is a representative example and it outperforms other existing techniques.

Fig. 1 depicts the typical diagram of the Web application control loop for application placement. The system is composed of front-end Request Router, Application Placement Controller, Placement Executor, Back-end Machines, and Applications. The request router receives external requests and forwards them to the application instances. The placement controller periodically calculates a placement solution that optimizes certain objective functions, and then passes the solution to the placement executor to start and stop application instances accordingly.

A popular approach to dynamic server provisioning is to allocate full machines to applications as needed [12], which does not allow applications to share machines. The algorithm proposed in [13] allows applications to share machines, but it does not change the number of instances of an application and only considers one bottleneck resource.

Placement problems have also been studied in the optimization literature, including bin packing, multiple knapsack, and multi-dimensional knapsack problems [14]. The special case of the problem with uniform memory requirements was studied in [7], [8], and some approximation algorithms were proposed. Meta-scheduling algorithms for grid and parallel computing also deal with the placement problem [15].

A disk load balancing criterion which combines a static component and a dynamic component is described in [16]. The static component decides the number of copies needed for each movie by first solving an apportionment problem and then solving the problem of heuristically assigning the copies onto storage groups to limit the number of assignment changes. The dynamic component solves a discrete class-constrained resource allocation problem for optimal load balancing, and then introduces an algorithm for dynamically shifting the load among servers (i.e., migrating existing video streams). A placement algorithm for balancing the load and storage in multimedia systems is described in [17]. The algorithm also minimizes the blocking probability of new requests.

Xueyan’s work [18] and Hsiangkai’s work [19] are focused on content replica placement and request routing in content distribution networks; these works are related to our topic. However, in our scenarios all servers are considered centrally located together instead of geographically distributed.

III. ENHANCED APPLICATION PLACEMENT FRAMEWORK

A. New Formulation of the Application Placement Problem

Application placement addresses the problem of how to distribute applications among multiple processors in order to maximize performance. Apart from [6], this paper is based on the basic idea that the worst case load performance of individual machines should be minimized first. From the users’
point of view, it is undesirable to experience a long response time due to high load at a server. Intuitively, if the worst case of each individual machine utilization is minimized, the application demand will be spread to a broader range and thus distributed more evenly. Thus, our approach can improve the balance among the servers.

Table I lists symbols used in this paper. The inputs to the placement controller include the current placement matrix $I_*$, the CPU and memory capacities of each machine ($\Omega_n$ and $\Gamma_n$), and the CPU and memory demands of each application ($\omega_m$ and $\gamma_m$). Both values correspond to only the workload controlled by the placement controller. Capacity used by other workloads should be subtracted prior to invoking the algorithm. The outputs of the placement controller are the updated placement matrix $I$ and the load distribution matrix $L$.

The system has two main costs: one is the start/stop cost of application instances when performing placement change; the other is the communication cost among dependent applications. Let $I^*$ denote the old placement matrix, and $I$ denote the new placement matrix. Let $c$ denote the number of placement change, $h$ denote the localized percentage of all inter-application communication, we have two symbols. Note that we assume that inter-application communication is proportional to an instance’s load; hence we use localized application load, i.e., loads of two dependent applications that resides in the same set of servers, to indirectly denote the localized inter-application communication.

\[
c = \sum_{m \in M} \sum_{n \in N} |I_{m,n} - I_{m,n}^*|
\]

\[
h = \frac{\sum_{n \in N} \sum_{m_1 \in M} \sum_{m_2 \in M} \omega_{m_1,m_2} R_{m_1,m_2} (L_{m_1,n} + L_{m_2,n})}{\sum_{m_1 \in M} \sum_{m_2 \in M} \sum_{n \in N} R_{m_1,m_2} (\omega_{m_1,n} + \omega_{m_2,n})}
\]

It is obvious that, $c$ should be minimized and $h$ should be maximized. In addition, $\rho$ and $\rho_n$ denote the utilization of the entire system and the utilization of an individual machine $n$ respectively. From the view of load balancing, $\rho_n$ should stay close to $\rho$.

\[
\rho_n = \frac{\sum_{m \in M} L_{m,n}}{\Omega_n}
\]

\[
\rho = \frac{\sum_{m \in M} \sum_{n \in N} L_{m,n}}{\sum_{n \in N} \Omega_n}
\]

The placement controller should first attempt to find a placement solution that maximizes the total satisfied application demand. Secondly, it also tries to minimize the total system cost, including the number of application starts and stops, because placement changes disturb the running system and waste CPU cycles, and the cost of dependent application communications. We use weight values $\alpha$ and $\beta$ to adjust their weights in the system cost $s$. Our approach also minimizes the worst case load utilization to balance the load across machines. These objectives are listed in the formulated

\[\text{TABLE I}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
Symbol & Description \\
\hline
N & The set of machines. \\
\hline
n & One machine in the set N. \\
\hline
M & The set of applications. \\
\hline
m & One application in the set M. \\
\hline
I & The placement matrix. $I_{m,n} = 1$ if application $m$ is running on machine $n$; $I_{m,n} = 0$ otherwise. \\
\hline
L & The load distribution matrix. $L_{m,n}$ is the CPU cycles per second allocated on machine $n$ for application $m$. \\
\hline
\Omega & The CPU capacity of machine $n$. \\
\Gamma & The CPU capacity of machine $n$. \\
\gamma & The memory demand of application $m$, i.e., the memory needed to run one instance of application $m$. \\
\omega & The CPU demand of application $m$, i.e., the total CPU cycles per second needed for application $m$ throughout the entire system. \\
\omega_* & The satisfied demand of application $m$ by previous stage. \\
\hline
\rho & utilization of the entire system. \\
\rho_n & utilization of machine $n$. \\
\rho_* & the optimum utilization fraction parameter of the entire system. \\
\rho'' & the calculated number of needed placement change. \\
\rho' & the lower bound of the utilization fraction parameter. \\
\rho'' & the upper bound of the utilization fraction parameter. \\
R & The application dependence matrix. $R_{m_1,m_2} = 1$ if application $m_1$ and $m_2$ have inter communication with each other. \\
\h & the localized fraction of all inter-application communication. \\
S & the system cost. \\
\end{tabular}
\]
problem below:

(i) Maximize: \( \sum_{m \in M} \sum_{n \in N} L_{m,n} \)

(ii) Minimize: \( s = 100 \times (\alpha + \beta \times (1 - h)) \)

(iii) Minimize: \( p = \max_{n \in M} (\rho_n) = \max_{n \in M} \left( \frac{\sum_{m \in M} L_{m,n}}{\Omega_n} \right) \) \hfill (1)

(iv) Minimize: \( \sum_{n \in N} (p_n - \rho) \)

\( = \sum_{n \in N} \left| \frac{\sum_{m \in M} L_{m,n}}{\Omega_n} - \frac{\sum_{m \in M} \sum_{n \in N} L_{m,n}}{\sum_{n \in N} \Omega_n} \right| \)

Subject to:

(a) \( \sum_{m \in M} \gamma mL_{m,n} \leq \Gamma_n, \forall n \in N \)

(b) \( \sum_{m \in M} L_{m,n} \leq \Omega_n, \forall n \in N \)

(c) \( \sum_{m \in M} L_{m,n} \leq \omega_m, \forall m \in M \) \hfill (2)

(d) \( \gamma m = 0 \Rightarrow L_{m,n} = 0, \forall m \in M, \forall n \in N \)

(e) \( L_{m,n} \geq 0, L_{m,n} \in [0, 1], \forall m \in M, \forall n \in N \).

Constraint set (a) specifies that the memory demand of all applications in machine \( n \) should not exceed the memory capacity; (b) specifies that the total CPU cycles consumed in each machine should not exceed the machine’s CPU capacity; (c) specifies that the total allocated CPU cycles to an application should not exceed its demand; (d) specifies that an application can be serviced in a machine if and only if it is stored at that machine; (e) define the variables’ feasible range.

This problem is NP hard, and we develop an approximation algorithm to solve it. Before presenting its details, we first give a high-level description and outline the key ideas behind the algorithm. Observe that the satisfied CPU demand provided by each single machine is directly confined by the constraints of Equation 2(b). If we scale all \( \Omega_n \) down by the same ratio \( p \leq 1 \), the constraints of Equation 2(b) are changed to

\( (b) \sum_{m \in M} L_{m,n} \leq p \cdot \Omega_n, \forall n \in N, p < p \leq 1 \) \hfill (3)

Then if we solve the placement problem, it is guaranteed that \( \rho_n \leq p \) from the definition of \( \rho_n \).

Theorem 1: The decrease of \( p \) converges to \( p^* \).

Proof: Suppose \( \rho \leq p_1 \leq p_2 \leq 1 \) and denote a solution of \( p_1 \) by \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) respectively. Since all other constraints need to be met, we have:

\[ \sum_{m \in M} L_1 \leq p_1 \cdot \Omega_n \leq p_2 \cdot \Omega_n, \forall n \in N \]

Hence a solution of \( p_1 \) is also a solution of \( p_2 \).

A \( p \) value is an acceptable value if all constraints are satisfied. Above all, the total satisfied application demand should still be maximized. A lower \( p \) value reduces the feasible region compared with the original formulation. To fulfill the demand, more placement changes may be needed. The two objectives may conflict with each other and a trade-off handling is required.

We use the MaxDemandMinChange algorithm in [6] as the baseline algorithm of our framework. After running the baseline algorithm first, we get the maximum demand that can be satisfied \( \text{max}_1 \) demand and the corresponding system cost \( s' \). The next step is to obtain \( p \). The original objectives (i) and (ii) now can be transformed to the constraints: max demand should be strictly satisfied and the system cost should be controlled. For each new formulation of \( p \), our framework attempts to optimize objectives (iii) and (iv).

We enhance the baseline algorithm with the optimization of communication cost in the basic load-shift and placement change procedures (extension presented in Section III-B1). Our algorithm repeatedly probes the minimum \( p \) in multiple rounds. In each round, it fixes a \( p \) value and uses the MaxDemandMinCost algorithm to calculate the maximum total application demand that can be satisfied \( \text{max}_2 \) demand by the current \( p \) value together with the system cost \( s \) to see if this \( p \) value is acceptable. \( p \) will finally converge to the optimum value \( p^* \).

B. The Full Placement Algorithm

The next problem is how to optimize \( p \) as quickly as possible. We develop an algorithm based on Binary Search. Instead of a blind probe, the upper bound of \( p, p^* \), and the lower bound of \( p, p^- \) are calculated iteratively. In each iteration, either \( p^+ \) or \( p^- \) are updated. The full high level pseudo code is depicted in Algorithm 1 where the function MaxDemandMinCost is shown in Algorithm 2 and the function BoundAcceptable is shown in Algorithm 3. The general process is composed of three main building blocks: initialization, iterative optimizing and final rebalancing.

Algorithm 1 PlaceFrame()

Require: \( L_{\text{Load}}^\text{In}, L_{\text{Place}}^\text{Out} \); the load distribution matrix; \( L_{\text{Place}}^\text{Out} \); the placement matrix.

1: \( p^* = 1, p^- = p, p = 1; \)
2: MaxDemandMinChange(\( \text{max}_1 \) demand, \( s' \));
3: while \( L_{\text{Load}}^\text{Out} > \epsilon \) do
4: \( p = \frac{L_{\text{Load}}^\text{Out}}{\epsilon} \);
5: MaxDemandMinCost(\( \text{max}_2 \) demand, \( s', L_{\text{placement}} \));
6: if BoundAcceptable() then
7: \( p^+ = p; \) /decrease the upper bound of \( p \) value
8: else
9: \( p^- = p; \) /increase the lower bound of \( p \) value
10: end if
11: end while
12: \( p^* = p^-; \)
13: \( \gamma = \sum_{n} L_{\gamma n}; \)
14: Final_Rebalancing();
15: \( \text{MaxDemandMinChange}() \).

1) Initialization: In the initialization phase(lines 1-2 in Algorithm 1), we set \( p^- \) with \( p, \) and \( p^+ \) with \( 1, p = 1. \) After performing the function MaxDemandMinChange() described in [6], we obtain \( \text{max}_2 \) demand and \( \epsilon \), which will be used as constraint parameters in the later iterative optimizing phase.

For simplicity, we omit details about the algorithm in this paper. Briefly speaking, it strives to probe the maximal application demand by means of iteratively making placement changes in order to increase the total satisfied demand, for instance, stopping "unproductive" application instances and
starting useful ones. We also made some minor modifications to this function. For example, by integrating an additional optimization objective, the system stops making application changes only when the worst case (the maximal machine utilization) is less than a given threshold $p$.

2) Iterative Optimizing: The system attempts to iteratively decrease the upper bound or increase the lower bound of $p$ (lines 3-11 in Algorithm 1) in order to approximate an optimal solution. The revised problem with parameter $p$ is then addressed by continuously identifying whether the updated value of $p$ is acceptable or not. If the solution is acceptable, $p^+$ is updated; otherwise $p^-$ is updated. As such, the difference between $p^+$ and $p^-$ decreases. That is, the system strives to find the optimal value for $p$ based on binary search. This loop executes until the difference between $p^+$ and $p^-$ is small enough. For an $\epsilon$-approximation of the optimum value $p^*$, the iterative search can be completed in $O(\log_2(1/\epsilon))$ rounds [20]. The final $p$ value is a good approximation to constrain the worst case of the machine utilization across all machines.

MaxDemandMinCost is an extension of the baseline algorithm to support the minimization of, besides instance start/stop cost, inter-application communication cost. We currently can deal with paired-dependency: two applications have communications with and only with each other; we plan to extend the algorithm to more complex dependency relationships in next step.

The main improvement to MaxDemandMinChange is the load-shifting part. For example, application $a$ and $b$ are dependent to each other. MaxDemandMinCost algorithm identifies all those servers that already contain both $a$ and $b$ instances, say, Group 1; and all those servers contain either $a$ or $b$ instances, say, Group 2. After sorting the machines in an increasing order of residual memory, our algorithmsort those servers in Group 1 and put them in the head of list, and those servers in Group 2 in the tail of list. The intuition here is to shift the load of dependent application from Group 2 to Group 1. Instances of dependent application in Group 2 servers are more likely to be idle after the load-shifting phase, hence easier to deal with in the placement change phase. In the placement change phase, each time we only change one instance per dependent pair. For each pair of dependent applications, we find one server in its Group 2 with the most appropriate residual memory and the largest idle CPU power, add the missing application’s instance, and move it to Group 1.

3) Final Rebalancing: The last step of the algorithm is Final Rebalancing(line 14 in Algorithm 1). In [6], the final load-balancing component from [10] was used, which moves the new application instances across machines to balance the load, while keeping the total satisfied demand and the number of placement changes the same.

While the basic idea of our Final Rebalancing component is similar to [6], [10], it differs from previous work in the following ways: it not only keeps the total satisfied demand and the number of placement changes the same, but also keeps the maximal machine utilization less than the given threshold for the worst case. That is, the system attempts to find another load distribution matrix $L'$ that satisfies the same demand for all dynamic clusters while achieving more balanced load across machines. We calculate $L'$ by solving the following optimization problem:

$$\text{Minimize: } \sum_{n \in N} \left| \sum_{m \in M} L''_{m,n} - \rho \cdot \Omega \right|$$

Subject to:

$$\sum_{m \in M} L''_{m,n} \leq \rho \cdot \Omega_n, \forall n \in N$$

$$\sum_{n \in N} L''_{m,n} = \omega'_m, \forall m \in M$$

$$L'_{m,n} = 0 \Rightarrow L''_{m,n} = 0, \forall m \in M, \forall n \in N$$

Here $\rho'$ presents a constraint for the worst case machine utilization and $w_m'$ is the satisfied demand of application $m$ calculated during the first two phases (line 12-13 in Algorithm 1). The goal of the last phase is to rebalance the load across machines, accordingly balancing the load and making all $\rho_m'$ as close to system load $\rho$ as possible. We transform the problem in the last phase into a min-cost flow problem [21] as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, from left to right, we can see

- Source node $S$ has outbound edges to every application vertex $m$, where the capacity of the edge $S \rightarrow m$ is equal to load-dependent requirement $\omega'_m$ and its cost is equal to 0.
- Each application vertex $m$ has outbound edges to machine vertices $n$ representing the machines that the application is placed on, with cost $I_{m,n}$. The capacity of edge $m \rightarrow n$ is equal to $\omega'_m$ and its cost is equal to 0.
- Each machine vertex $n$ has an outbound edge to the ideal auxiliary machine vertices $n'$ that corresponds to the same
physical machine. The capacity of the edge \( n \rightarrow n' \) is equal to the desired upper bound usage of the machine \( \rho \Omega_m \) and its cost is equal to 0.

- The rebalancing vertex \( R \) has inbound edges from machine vertices \( n \rightarrow R \), whose capacity is equal to \( (p - \rho) \Omega_m \). The cost of these inbound vertices in 1.
- The rebalancing vertex \( R \) has outbound edges to ideal machine vertices \( K \rightarrow n' \). Each such edge has the capacity \( \rho \Omega_m \) and the cost of 1.
- All ideal machine vertices have an outbound edge to the sink node \( T \), with capacity limit equal to \( \rho \Omega_m \) and the cost of 0.

The flow \( \text{max}_{demand} \) is injected into the network at source node \( S \) and leave the network at sink node \( T \). This network will push each \( \rho_m \) close to system load \( \rho \) because any deviation from \( \rho \) incurs a cost. This min-cost flow can also be solved by linear programming [20], as a linear function is needed to be optimized, and all constraints are linear.

\[ L_{\text{cpu}} = \frac{\sum_{n \in M} \omega_n \gamma_n}{\sum_{n \in M} \gamma_n} \]

\( L_{\text{cpu}} \) is the CPU Load Factor, \( \omega_n \) is the CPU capacity for application \( n \), \( \gamma_n \) is a number of machines, and \( M \) is the number of applications.

\[ L_{\text{mem}} = \frac{1}{\sum_{n \in M} \gamma_n} \]

\( L_{\text{mem}} \) is the average memory requirement of applications, \( \bar{\gamma} \) is the average memory capacity of machines, and \( |M| \) is the number of applications. Note that 0 \( \leq L_{\text{mem}} \leq 1 \) dictates the number of applications instead of the real memory requirement; an application may need several instances to meet the demand, and the problem is most difficult when \( L_{\text{mem}} = 1 \). We uniformly distribute the configuration of machines over the set \((1,0.6,2,4,6,8)\), where the first number is memory capacity and the second is CPU power. The memory requirement of applications is uniformly distributed over the set \((0.4,0.8,1.2,1.6,1.8)\). Accordingly, the number of machines \( |N| \) is set to be 100 in this paper. The number of applications \( |M| \) is configured by \( |M| = 2.5 * |N| * L_{\text{mem}} \) according to \( |N| \) and \( L_{\text{mem}} \). For example, \( L_{\text{mem}} = 0.4 \) leads to the same number of applications and machines, while \( L_{\text{mem}} = 0.8 \) gets doubled number of applications. Higher values of \( L_{\text{mem}} \) correspond to more applications that need to be scheduled. Below, we concisely represent the system configuration of a placement problem as \( (L_{\text{cpu}}, L_{\text{mem}}, \text{demand variability}) \), e.g., \((L_{\text{cpu}} = 0.9, L_{\text{mem}} = 0.4, \text{vary-all-apps})\). Among all the applications, we randomly pick 2% and paired them to simulate dependent applications.
Performance Metrics: First, we measure the maximal machine utilization \( p \) since it can result in adverse response time for users. Second, it is noted that the most balanced load is a uniform distribution; hence we measure the amount of inequality in the load distribution. Like [10], we consider the Gini index as an alternative metric. Assume the area between the line of perfect (uniform) distribution (45 degree line) and the Lorenz curve of the actual distribution is \( A \) and the area below the Lorenz curve of the actual distribution is \( B \). The Gini index is thus referred to as \( A/(A+B) \). This Gini coefficient is often used to measure income inequality [22]. A Gini index of 0 indicates perfect equality while a Gini index of 1 indicates complete inequality, or in our case, completely unbalanced load distribution. Third, when max demand should be strictly stratified, we present the number of placement changes, \( c \), induced by both algorithms for comparison. Fourth, we compare the execution time of our algorithm with previous work [6]. All the reported data are averaged over the results on 100 randomly generated system configurations. For each configuration, the placement algorithm executes for 7 cycles under changing application demands, including an initial placement and 6 dynamic placement executions. Our results show that often the first execution is dominated by the initial placement (Cycle 1 → 2). Therefore for most experiments, we exclude this result and consider the five most recent executions. Unless otherwise stated, each reported data point is averaged over 500 placement results.

Peer Algorithms: As already demonstrated in [6], the application placement algorithm presented in that paper performs better than the two algorithms in [10], [11] with respect to maximizing demand, reducing placement changes, and execution time. Accordingly, we compare our proposed framework with the algorithm presented in [6]. For convenience of presentation, we use Tang to stand for the placement algorithm in [6], and This for our new placement algorithm.

B. Distribution of Server Utilization

In this illustration, we choose a typical setting where \( L_{\text{mem}} = 0.6 \) and \( L_{\text{cpu}} = 0.5 \). The result of Tang’s work is shown in Figure 4: the load balancing is not satisfactory, and some servers have 100% utilization when total system load is only 50%. As a comparison, our work shows a much better load-balancing: shown in Figure 5, around 37% servers have utilization close to system load; only a few servers have utilization higher than 65% and the worst case is no more than 80%. Consistent with our expectation, the worst case of individual server utilization is minimized and load balancing in the whole system is greatly improved.

C. Performance Comparison

1) Vary-all-apps: Fig. 3 shows the experimental results with a variety of CPU load factors \( L_{\text{cpu}} \) from 0.1 to 0.9) and application load factors \( L_{\text{mem}}=0.2, 0.4, 0.6 \) and 0.8). For all these settings, the new framework proposed in this paper consistently outperforms the previous algorithm in terms of maximal machine utilization and Gini index.

First, Fig. 3 left column shows that the worst case machine utilization \( p \) using This framework is less than that using Tang, especially in lightly load cases. For instance, when \( L_{\text{mem}} = 0.2 \) and \( L_{\text{cpu}} = 0.1 \), the \( p \) value using the Tang framework is around two times of that using This algorithm, which is close to \( p \). Second, compared with the Tang framework, This framework greatly reduces the Gini index shown in Fig. 3 middle column. We found the Gini index is always less than 0.1. Third, the system cost using This framework are stable as shown in Fig. 3 right column. The reason is that our new framework strives to reduce \( p \) and is thus capable of evenly distributing the applications. As a result, it will not cause considerable load fluctuations. Fourth, since the system cost of the new framework are limited by the previous algorithm Tang, it is guaranteed that This always introduces fewer cost than Tang while achieving better results in terms of \( p \) and Gini index. Finally, This achieves best results in terms of \( p \), Gini index.
Fig. 3. Maximal machine utilization $p$ value, Gini index, and placement changes with configuration ($L_{mem}=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, L_{cpu}=x$, vary-all-apps).

index and cost $s$. However, there is no limitation on placement changes, so it could incur higher placement change, i.e., when $L_{mem} = 0.6, 0.8$ in Fig. 3 right column; we will discuss this in the cost part.

2) Reset-all-apps: We next turn to the severe case when the demands in two consecutive cycles are independent of each other. In this case, we reset all applications every execution during all seven cycles. Fig. 6 depicts the results. First, most results are similar to those shown in Fig. 3. For example, the curves of $p$ and Gini index exhibit similar trends: $p$ values shown in Fig. 6 left column are almost the same as that in Fig. 3 left column; Gini index values shown in Fig. 6 middle column are slightly higher than those in Fig. 3 middle column. Second, This costs shown in Fig. 6 right column are doubled compared with those shown in Fig. 3(c). The reason is that in Reset-all-apps scenario there is no correlation of application demands between two consecutive times slots, which results in more cost to achieve a balanced placement if placement changes are not limited. Corresponding to its definition, the system cost of This maintains lower than Tang, while its load balancing performance is still comparable.

D. Cost Analysis

System cost is a single objective, as a combination of both placement change cost and inter-communication cost, in our formulation. In the previous part, we can conclude that our framework improve load balancing while maintain system total cost at a low level. In this part, the impact to individual cost is examined. Execution time is also presented to verify the computational scalability.

In this illustration, we choose a typical setting where $L_{mem} = 0.2$. The localized communication $h$, placement change $c$ and
Fig. 6. Maximal machine utilization $p$ value, Gini index, and placement changes with configuration ($L_{mem} = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, \text{reset-all-apps}$) execution time are shown in Figure 7.

1) Inter Application Communication: The left column in Figure 7 shows the performance of localization of inter-application communications. Tang algorithm does not consider this cost, hence its $h$ value is randomly low. As a comparison, over 60% percents inter-application communications are localized in This algorithm.

2) Placement Change: The middle column in Figure 7 shows the performance of localization of inter-application communications. It is clear that our algorithm has higher placement change cost than Tang. In our earlier work, when inter-application communication cost in not included in consideration, we can achieve comparable placement change cost and still optimize the load balancing performance. Hence we argue that higher placement change cost is not an algorithm defect, but a must price for optimize the inter-application communication cost. Plus, readers can modify weight values $\alpha$ and $\beta$ to adjust the weight of two costs in the whole system cost.

3) Execution Time: Figure 7 right column depicts the relative execution time using This framework, with both vary-all-apps both reset-all-apps pattern, compared with the Tang framework. First, as we mentioned in Section III, the execution time of our proposed framework is higher than that of the previous algorithm work since the new one includes multiple runs to perform function MaxDemandMinCost compared with a single invocation for Tang. The execution time depends on the speed that Algorithm 1 probes the optimal value of $p^*$. Results show that the ratio between execution time using This framework is 3 ~ 8 times that of the Tang framework. That is, the loop in Algorithm 1 only performs a few runs to find a good approximation.
While the proposed framework in this paper incurs overhead in terms of execution time compared with previous work [6], we believe that it provides a viable alternative solution for application placement and is practical for real systems. First, with optimizations that we are currently working on and ever-increasing CPU speed, the execution time could be lowered. Second, one option to use if execution time is a problem is to, by setting a higher value for \( \epsilon \) in Algorithm 1, use a lighter weight version of the new algorithms in which the number of iterations of function MaxDemandMinCost is reduced. That way, one would get some of the benefits of the new algorithm without all of the overhead. Third, the placement controller may not always have to execute all that frequently (e.g., every 15 minutes in [6]). In this situation, the execution time using our framework would not be too high.

Other results show that our algorithm often converges after only a few iterations. That is, it does not introduce too much overhead when performing the optimization. The number of iterations will be small when resources are tight, that is, the values of \( L_{\text{cpu}} \) and \( L_{\text{mem}} \) are high. It is reasonable because when resources become tighter, the optimal \( p^* \) value is closer to 1 hence the probe space of \( p \) in Algorithm 1 is smaller.

### E. Sensitivity Analysis

In this part, we analyze the sensitivity of both algorithms to input parameters such system hardware context.

1) **Fixed Memory v.s. Increasing CPU**: In our normal experiments, the CPU/memory capacity is almost linear for each server type. In this experiment, we fixed memory and vary the CPU power of each server type. The configuration of machines is now the set (2.5GB:1GHz, 2.5GB:1.6GHz, 2.5GB:2.4GHz, 2.5GB:3GHz), we again choose a typical setting where \( L_{\text{mem}} = 0.6 \) with reset – all – apps scenario. As shown in the first row of Figure 8, the performance is almost the same with the original experiments.

2) **Fixed CPU v.s. Increasing Memory**: In this experiment, we fixed CPU power and vary the memory capacity of each server type. The configuration of machines is now the set (1GB:2GHz, 2GB:2GHz, 3GB:2GHz, 4GB:2GHz), we again choose a typical setting where \( L_{\text{mem}} = 0.6 \) with reset – all – apps scenario. As shown in the second row of Figure 8, the performance is still almost the same with the original experiments.

3) **Smaller Application**: In this experiment, we use the original configuration of machines. Instead, we shrink the memory requirement of applications. Now the memory requirement of applications is uniformly distributed over the set (0.08GB, 0.16GB, 0.24GB, 0.32GB), just 1/5 of the original experiment. Correspondingly, the number of applications in each experiment is 5 times compared with the original experiment. Intuitively, smaller application memory requirement would significantly improve the permeance of placement algorithms: smaller size is always beneficial to consolidation algorithms. As shown in the bottom row of Figure 8, the Gini index of both algorithms are significantly lower than the original results. Overall, our algorithm is still better than Tang work.

### V. Conclusion

We have presented a novel framework and a practical algorithm for application placement motivated by the desire to minimize worst case server utilization and improve load balancing. Our algorithm dynamically allocates resources to clustered web applications and balances load across servers simultaneously. We have conducted extensive experiments and demonstrated that: 1) with the proposed framework, applications are evenly allocated among servers, throughput is high, and system cost maintains at low level; 2) our new algorithm is able to make application placement decisions in polynomial time. Overall, compared with previous algorithms,
our framework achieves better load balancing, and controls system cost.

Several opportunities exist for potential future work. These include evaluating our algorithms on larger clusters to further test their scalability and adding a fail-over mechanism to ensure that the load balancer is not a single point of failure. The most interesting topics include: there are priorities of different applications, and some application demands should be fully fulfilled; dependency among applications can be more complex, such as more than two applications can be mutually dependent etc; some applications can only be allocated to certain types of servers with specific hardware.
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